Spatiotemporal conditions which elicit or abolish the oblique effect in man: direct measurement with swept evoked potential.
Reversing sine wave gratings were electronically swept in spatial frequency and contrast. The acuity limits and contrast thresholds of 4 observers were inferred from evoked potential stimulus-response functions elicited by these stimuli and retrieved with a quadrature lock-in amplifier. The evoked potential functions, linearized in the case of contrast by increasing contrast logarithmically with time, were extrapolated to the point of zero response. This point provides an electrophysiologically defined threshold value for acuity and for contrast. An oblique effect (superior sensitivity for HV-oriented gratings) could reliably be demonstrated in both acuity and contrast threshold performance. This oblique effect could readily be abolished under low spatial/high temporal frequency conditions. The findings are discussed in terms of shifting relative strengths of X and Y contributions to the steady-state evoked potential.